INTRODUCTION
For endgames bound to reach their conclusion only after conversion, it has long been customary to compute maximin distances to conversion (c-distances) . Indeed, to a practical chess-player, the notion of an ultimate maximin does not seem relevant, the reasoning being that once the conversion has been enforced, the end is inevitable (and, in any case, for those adhering to the 50-move rule, the 50-move counter is reset after conversion anyhow).
For database constructors the ultimate distance (u-distance), i.e., the distance in moves to a mate with a conversion possibly or even necessarily intervening, is relevant. It is understood that both distances are computed in a maximin sense, that is: with optimal play from both sides (but see below).
It has been remarked earlier that the u-distance for a given endgame has been found to be less than the sum of the c-distance of the unconverted endgame plus the u-distance of the converted endgame (Van Bergen, 1985; Herschberg and Van den Herik, 1985) . The reason so far published is that the set of converted endgames is constrained by the fact of their having arisen out of a conversion and so is less numerous and may well have a shorter u-distance than the general case of the converted endgame .
. Both in order to derive some new quantitative results and in order to verify the theory outlined above, we have analyzed two endgames, viz. KQKR and KRKN, in exhaustive detail. The research was triggered in part by Complexity Starts at Five (Dekker et al., 1987) .
ULTIMATEINKQKR
Let us start with KQKR. As Strohlein (1970) and Thompson (as reported by Fenner (1979) ) have shown, the c-distance is 31. It is known that the u-distance of KQK is 10. We find that the u-distance of KQKR is 35. Since 35 < 31+10, we here have an instance of the u-distance being less by six moves than the sum of the c-distance (of KQKR) and the u-distance (of KQK).
Moreover, in the KQKR endgame, it turns out that the set of maximin positions with a c-distance of 31 contains two essentially distinct positions (being 16 for the full board counting all symmetries). The same two positions also occur in the set of maximin positions with a u-distance of 35. However, the latter set is richer, containing 80 positions for the full board. Scrutiny reveals that in this endgame, maximin has an essential choice between c-optimal play and u-optimal play. In the c-optimal sense (applying to both sides), the variations consist of 31 moves to conversion, followed by 0-9 moves to mate (in KQK). It is worthwhile to note that the overall distance-to-mate thus may be below, at or even above 35 moves.
In the u-optimal sense (applying to both sides), the variations consist of 35 moves to mate. It is wor11lwhile to note that in these variations conversion cannot occur before move 26.
These apparently conflicting results are best explained by Black, playing c-optimally, deferring conversion as long as possible and thereby failing to postpone mate as long as possible. Experimentally, we have found that u-optimal play for KQKR yields a richer set of maximin positions. In fact, there need not exist a variation which is both c-optimal and u-optimal.
3. SOME EXAMPLES Example 1 DIAGRAM 1
Example2

DIAGRAM2
In Diagram I, a position is shown where the u-and cdistances coincide, both standing at 7. This is a fairly rare position, since the coincidence of u-and c-distances only occurs in about 1.3 % of all cases, becoming rarer as the c-distances increase (cf. Table 1 ).
White: Kd4 Qh7; Black: Ka8 Rd2; White to move.
In Diagram 2, a position is shown with an extreme discrepancy, of nine moves, between the u-and c-distance (u-distance = 21, c-distance = 12). In other words, it is only rarely true that nine moves are needed to mate after conversion. Again, as Table 1 shows, the occurrence is of greater rarity as the c-distances increase. In this respect too the case is extreme.
White: Kc4 Qf6; Black: Ke4 Ra5; White to move. Example 3 DIAGRAM3 ' In Diagram 3, a fairly normal position has been selected in order to point out the difference in mating speed between c-based and u-based strategies. This position is characterized by the tuple (13, 9) for u-and c-distances respecti vel y .
White: Kf5 Qc4; Black: Kh7 Rg7; White to move.
From Diagram 3, let White play optimally in the c-sense; his move will be: 1. QdS The corresponding tuple is now (13, 8) . The new c-distance of 8 is as expected, the u-distance of 13 indicates that this move does not speed up the ultimate.
The alternative is to play optimally in the u-sense:
The corresponding tuple now is (12, 9). This indicates a step towards the ultimate, but the conversion is as far ahead as ever.
We return to c-optimal play starting from the Diagram 3-position. The fIrst three plies show: 1. QdS (13, 8) Ra7 (13, 8) 2. Kf6 (14, 7). We now find, somewhat to our surprise, that, for a decreasing c-distance, as intended, there is an actual rise in the u-distance.
Having shown some paradoxical effects we next exhibit, in parallel columns, some outcomes. In both cases White plays optimally in the c-sense, in the second case Black counters by playing optimally in the u-sense.
c-optimal play u-optimal play by Black
